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A children’s guide to
New Zealand’s natural world
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To all the young New Zealanders who
are fascinated, as I was as a child, by
the wonderful and exciting place we
are lucky enough to live in.
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This book is about the magic of the natural world
of Aotearoa New Zealand and its mothership
Zealandia, the huge submerged continent on which
it sits. It’s full of stories beyond your imagination.
It’s also full of secrets and mysteries that are being
discovered, explored and explained by scientists.
It looks at how our mountains and forests, rivers
and lakes, beaches and coastline were created. It
helps you learn about the plants and creatures that
have evolved to live in all these places. It also tells
you how you can best care for this special part of
the world.
Let’s start our journey by jumping in a time
machine and going back 50 million years. Make
sure you dress for a summer’s day, because where
we are heading is nice and warm . . .
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▼ A giant female wētāpunga

Very strange relatives

bird, the kiwi.
What a strange
looking animal!
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Our smallest bird, the rifleman
(Acanthisitta chloris, tītīpounamu),
is found only in New Zealand. It
weighs 6 grams – about the same as
a cherry tomato – and is roughly
8 centimetres long – about as long
as the palm of an adult’s hand.
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Furry kiwis
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Because the kiwi (Apteryx species)
does not fly, its feathers are not
shaped for flying. They look more
like a shaggy mop of hair than
the feathers of birds that fly. This
helps to keep the kiwi warm, while
the feathers’ brown colour acts as
camouflage in the bush.
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Smallest bird

▼ Our most famous

The split-up of Gondwana meant that a lot of birds
had cousins in faraway places. Here’s how. The kiwi
and extinct moa belong to a group of flightless birds
called ratites. Other birds in this group include the
extinct elephant bird from Madagascar (an island
off the east coast of Africa), the emu from Australia,
the cassowary from Australia and New Guinea, the
ostrich from South Africa and the rhea from South
America. I think you will agree that these countries
are all very far apart!
For years it was thought the kiwi and moa were
closely related, and that they shared a flightless
ancestor millions of years ago. However, in the
past few years, genetic studies have revealed that
the closest cousin of the kiwi, which is about the
size of a chicken, is actually the gigantic elephant
bird from Madagascar. One of the largest birds
to have ever lived, the elephant bird could be
3 metres tall and weigh at least 275 kilograms. It
was named after a giant, mythical bird big enough
to fly off with an elephant. We now know that
some of the kiwi’s likely cousins from Antarctica
settled in Madagascar many millions of years ago,
creating a very odd family tree indeed.
What about the moa? It seems that the ancestor
of the moa, like the ancestor of the kiwi, may have
flown to New Zealand. Moa are closely related to a
pheasant-like bird from South America called the
tinamou, and were already living in New Zealand
when the kiwi’s ancestor landed. In fact, kiwi are
more closely related to the emu and the cassowary
than they are to the moa.

on a branch. The long thin
spike between her spiny
back legs is used to lay eggs
into soft soil.

◀ A rifleman uses its

tiny legs to balance
on the side of a tree.

Biggest insect
Scientists once found a female giant
wētā (Deinacrida heteracantha,
wētāpunga) on Te Hauturu-o-Toi/
Little Barrier Island, off the coast
north of Auckland, that weighed
71 grams (about the same as a
kiwifruit). This made her the
world’s heaviest insect. Most female
wētāpunga weigh around 43 grams,
but this one was carrying a lot of
eggs (but not laying them).

Worm grater
The giant kauri snail
(Paryphanta busbyi, pūpū rangi)
is carnivorous and has thousands
of tiny teeth, which it uses to
grate worms to pieces. Ouch!
It’s also a cannibal and eats
other snails. Run!

◀ The beautifully

coloured shell of one
of New Zealand’s
native carnivorous
snails. No wonder they
are called giant!
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◀ The green umbrella of a beech forest canopy in

s

Otago. Because beech forest is usually found at
higher altitudes, it has not been cleared for farmland
and timber as much as other types of forest. About
three-quarters of the remaining native forest left in
Aotearoa is beech forest.
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their big snowfields are perfect for forming
glaciers. You could imagine snowfields as
being like giant beds that glaciers need to
lie down in. Three of the big North Island
volcanic mountains, Tongariro, Ngauruhoe
and Taranaki, don’t have flat spaces large
enough for big glaciers to form. But Mount
Ruapehu does, and it has 18 small glaciers.
These are the only glaciers in the North
Island.
Glaciers make their way down the
mountains like slow-moving rivers of ice.
As they reach warmer temperatures further
down, the ice melts and creates rivers that
flow out to the sea or into nearby lakes.
During past ice ages, when the Earth’s
temperature was lower, the glaciers hardly
melted at all, and in fact got bigger.
New Zealand’s glaciers were huge.
They covered mountain tops, carved out
huge basins and their tips were up to

100 kilometres away from the mountains.
As the toe or snout of the glacier advances
down a slope, the snowfields behind it
continue to grow, and the glaciers become
longer. New Zealand’s longest glacier
is the Tasman Glacier, which is about
30 kilometres long. Between 22,000 and
16,000 years ago, towards the end of the
last ice age, it was almost four times longer.
How do we know how big these glaciers
used to be? If you push your hand through
sand, a big pile of sand will build up in front
of it. This is what glaciers do as they move
forward: they push huge piles of crushed
rock in front of them. When the glaciers
retreat, they leave the rock piles behind.
This is called moraine, and these piles
show scientists how big glaciers were
in the past and how far they travelled
from the snowfields where they started.
During some ice ages, about one-third
of New Zealand was covered in ice. When
you have ice-cream scoops as big as these
glaciers used to be, it is easy to imagine
how much they could carve and sculpt
the mountains to create the valleys and
lake-filled basins we see today. The steep
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Cook National Park. It is the longest glacier in
New Zealand. During a recent ice age it was four
times longer than it is today. That’s a lot of ice!
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▶ The mighty Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mount
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Essential estuaries
Estuaries are sheltered habitats where fresh
water from rivers is mixed with sea water from
the ocean. They are home to a variety of birds
and fish, as well as crabs, snails, shellfish and
worms. Estuaries are also places where the
young of many species grow up until they are
large enough to either travel up rivers or out
to sea.
New Zealand has around 300 estuaries.
These have formed in the past 6500 years,
after the last ice age ended, when sea levels
rose and flooded low-lying areas along
New Zealand’s coastline.
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around Whale Creek in Fiordland.
They are being restored so the
many birds, fish, other creatures
and plants that depend on them
have a great place to live.

Native plants, such as algae,
mosses, ferns, flax, reeds and
cabbage trees, are common in our
wetland habitats. They provide
important places for many different
species to nest, breed and hide,
and are also a source of food.
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▲ These are the Rakatu wetlands

s

Wetlands

◀ A dreaded dragonfly

larva looking for prey to
spear with its harpoonlike mouthparts.

dragonflies
with harpoons
Dragonfly larvae have six legs, and live in
streams and lakes. They are carnivorous
predators, and walk around underwater
looking for other insects to eat. To catch
their prey, they can shoot part of their mouth
outwards at great speed. This mouthpart
has hooks on the end, which allows
the larvae to reach out and
grab passing victims.

▲ Estuaries are where sea water

and fresh water meet and
mix. They are an essential
habitat for many different
plants and animals. This is
the Tairua River estuary on
the Coromandel Peninsula.
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If you had been on Zealandia back then,
one group of animals would have been
very hard to miss, because many of

them were enormous. In fact, they were
dinosaurs.
It was not until the 1970s that someone
in New Zealand found evidence that
these ‘terrible lizards’ had indeed lived
here. In 1975, in a river valley in northern
Hawke’s Bay, a self-taught fossil-hunter
called Joan Wiffen discovered the tail
bone of a theropod dinosaur, which had
lived here around 70 million years ago.
It was 4 metres long, weighed about
500 kilograms and was related to the
famous Tyrannosaurus rex. It was a
remarkable discovery, especially
because everywhere in the world, fossils
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of meat-eaters (carnivores) are much rarer
than the fossils of plant-eaters (herbivores).
Before Joan’s discovery, people did
not think that dinosaurs had lived in New
Zealand. Joan and her fellow fossil-hunters
went on to discover many other fossils of
carnivorous and herbivorous dinosaurs in
the Hawke’s Bay area, as well as fossils of
a flying reptile and a reptile that lived in
the sea.
Since Joan’s discoveries, other fossilhunters have found more dinosaur bones
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When Zealandia sailed away from
the rest of Gondwana, around
85 million years ago, all the plants
and animals living on the eastern
edge of the continent at the time
were taken along for the ride.
These plants and animals just
carried on doing what plants and
animals do, completely unaware
that they were very, very slowly
drifting out to sea.

in other parts of New Zealand. Dinosaur
footprints have even been discovered
near Nelson. The total number of fossilised
dinosaur bones found so far is less than 20,
however, and they are only small parts of
dinosaur skeletons.
In other parts of the world, complete
or near-complete fossilised skeletons of
dinosaurs have been found, which has
allowed scientists to identify different
species of dinosaurs. Scientists studying
New Zealand dinosaurs do not have
enough bones to identify which species of
dinosaur lived here, only the broad groups
they belonged to. But who knows what
dinosaur secrets may turn up in the future?
The larger Zealandia dinosaurs became
extinct about 66 million years ago, but
birds evolved from a small theropod
dinosaur ancestor. Now we know that the

◀ Pieces of skull fossils from an extinct crocodile

thought to have lived in Zealandia. Fossils are like
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. The more pieces you find,
the more you can know about what type of animal or
plant it was in the past.

▲ A fossil toe bone from the hind leg of a meat-eating

dinosaur, discovered by Joan Wiffen. This dinosaur
belonged to the same group that includes the famous
and terrifying Tyrannosaurus rex.

▶ The skeleton of the upland moa (Megalapteryx

didinus). This small moa was common in the subalpine regions of the South Island. It is also the moa
species that has left behind the best mummified
remains, which help scientists get a better picture
of what the skin and feathers of these extinct birds
looked like.
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What Happens
After Dark?
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Chapter Eight
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